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Name :   Solitude

Segmentum: Ultima

Sector:  Unknown

System:  Unknown

Population: Unknown

Affiliation: Imperium

Class:  Knight World

Tithe Grade: Unknown

Known History: 

In 985.M41, Solitude was dragged into the Immaterium by a Warp 
anomaly. It re-emerged into real space a year later, but its 
population was left old and withered in appearance.

006.M42, the planet has been cut off from the Imperium due to the 
Great Rift. Elements of the Indomitus Crusade did reach the planet, 
but the planet is still far from the Ultima Sector and resides 
hidden within the Ghoul Stars. 

017.M42. Warp travel in the area had become more stable. 
Inquisitorial Teams sent to the Planet to assess the Viability of 
any remaining Knight Forces. 

Inquisitorial Forces Dispatched
• Defender Class Light Crusier (Modified)
• 3x Sword, 2x Firestorm Class Escorts (Taken from 

segmentum solar fleets)

Ground forces
• Inquisitorial Ordo Malleus (Classified)
• Inquisitorial Storm Troopers (Classified)
• Armageddon Steel Legion (Infantry) 3 Regiments
• Armageddon Steel Legion (Tanks) 1 demi-company.
• Aeronautica Imperialis, 3 Attack Wings

Knight Support
• 4 Armiger Class Support vehicles. 



INTERRUPTED SLEEP PATTEN
SITUATION : The Inquisition have been sent to investigate the 
disappearance of a missing Mechanicus team on ground study duty upon the 
southern continent of Jatox upon the planet of Solitude near the Ghoul 
Stars. The planet itself was relatively light on its population after 
the Great Rift and the Main aim of the Mechanicus team was to discover 
if the planet itself had been tainted by its sudden disappearance 
approximately 40 terrain years ago.

The orders were to asses the situation, establish contact with any 
remaining Knight forces and if need be, conduct Exterminus.

The Armies:

NECRON : A force comprising of 40pw. 
The Entire list is generated from 
the random Army Generator in Chapter 
Approved 2019. Cannot have any unit 
that is over 11pw

IMPERIAL : A force comprising of 
60pw. The Entire list is generat-
ed from the random Army Generator 
in Chapter Approved 2019 except the 
automatically have an Inquisitor of 
the Ordo Mallus leading the force. It 
must include Storm Trooper units and 
may not include any mainline battle 
tanks.

SPECIAL NOTE : Nether side has a War-
lord Trait or a Relic in this mis-
sion. 

Both sides start with 5CP.

The Battlefield:
This battle takes place on a 4’ by 4’ 
board with the deployment one below. 
The terrain used is Woods with some 
small ruins. 

Deployment:
the Imperial sets up all of their 
units wholly within their deployment 
zone. The Necron’s units are all 
set up in Reserve; they will arrive 
during the battle as described below.
The Necrons have the first Turn

Necron reserve:
The Necrons can bring on any of 
their Reserve units at the end of 
each of their Movement phases. When 
a unit arrives from Reserve it must 
be set up wholly within 6” of any 
battlefield edge that is not covered, 
and more than 9” from any enemy 
models. A battlefield edge is covered 
if two or more of the Imperials units 
are within 6” of that edge, and none 
of the Necrons units are within 6” of 
that edge.

Sustained Assault:
The Necrons can use the Sustained 
Assault rules. Units brought back to 
the battlefield using these rules 
must be set up wholly within 6” of 
any battlefield edge that is not 
covered (as described above).

units that are destroyed can be 
brought back into play later in the 
battle, to represent their almost 
limitless supply of reinforcements. 
At the end of each of the Necrons 



Movement phases, roll a D6 for each of their destroyed units, adding 2 to the 
result if that unit has the Troops Battlefield Role. On a 4+, immediately set 
up that unit within 6” of a battlefield edge – the mission will specify which. 
The Necrons can also, at the end of any of their turns, remove any of their 
units from the battlefield that have a quarter or less of their starting number 
of models (or, in the case of single-model units, a quarter or less of its 
starting number of wounds). This unit then counts as having been destroyed for 
all purposes, and so can be brought back into play later as described above.

Victory:
This battle lasts for a Random number of turns. at the end of battle round 5, the 
Necron player must roll a D6. On a roll of 3+, the game continues, otherwise the 
game is over. At the end of battle round 6, the Imperial player must roll a D6. This 
time the game continues on a roll of 4+, otherwise the game is over. The battle 
automatically ends at the end of battle round 7. At the end of the battle, if one army 
is totally destroyed, the other army’s player wins a major  victory. Otherwise, count 
the number of covered battlefield edges (as described above). If one battlefield edge 
is covered, the battle is a draw. If no battlefield edges are covered, the Attacker 
wins a minor victory. If two or more battlefield edges are covered, the Defender wins a 
minor victory.



AWAKENING
SITUATION : After the Inquisitors forces broke free of the emerging 
Necrons they have managed to find elements of the Mechanicus Study team. 
The Study Team have been investigating the Necrons since they emerged 
from their tomb and have calculated that a Portal Gate will soon open 
on a precise set of coordinates. They theorise that this portal will 
lead to the Tomb under the planets surface allowing the Necrons to fully 
awaken. The Inquisitor has gathered what forces they could and have 
proceeded to the site to cut them off. 

The Armies:

NECRON : A force comprising of 60pw. 
Note that you can only take Patrol 
Detachment. You can add an addtional 
Patrol detachment for 0cp as long 
as the 1st Detachment’s slots are 
completely full.

IMPERIAL : A force comprising of 
80pw. The Entire list is generated 
from the random Army Generator in 
Chapter Approved 2019 except the 
automatically have an Inquisitor of 
the Ordo Mallus leading the force. It 
must include Storm Trooper units.

SPECIAL NOTE : Nether side has a 
Warlord Trait or a Relic in this 
mission. 

Both sides start with 6CP.

Campaign Rules:
If the Inquisitor was removed as a 
casualty in the last game then it 
will start with a randomly generated 
Battle Scar from the Crusade section 
of the Rulebook.
Whoever won the last game can select 
a unit to receive a Battle Honour for 
this game. Note that all selections 
are randomised.

The Battlefield:
Play on a 6’ by 4’ board. A gate 
dominates the centre of one long 
edge of the battlefield, and ruined 
buildings surround it.

Deployment:
The Imperial sets up all of their 
units wholly within their deployment 
zone. The Necron then sets up all 
of their units wholly within their 
deployment zone. Both players can 

place units in Reserve; they will 
arrive during the battle as described 
below. The combined Power Rating of 
the units a player sets up in Reserve 
cannot exceed half of that player’s 
army’s total Power Level.
The Necrons have the first turn. 

Controlling the Gate:
At the start of the game, the 
Defender controls the gate. If, at 
the end of a player’s Movement phase, 
there are more models from their army 
within 3” of the gate than there are 
models from their opponent’s army 
within 3” of the gate, they gain 
control of the gate. Otherwise, the 
player who currently has control of 
the gate maintains control of the 
gate.

From Beyond the Gate
At the start of the game, the Defender 
controls the gate. If, at the end of 
a player’s Movement phase, there are 
more models from their army within 3” 
of the gate than there are models from 
their opponent’s army within 3” of the 
gate, they gain control of the gate. 
Otherwise, the player who currently has 
control of the gate maintains control 
of the gate.



Sustained Assault:
The Necrons can use the Sustained Assault rules as decribed before. However, 
the Attacker only rolls for their destroyed units if they control the gate at 
the end of their Movement phase (see above) and units brought back into play 
using the Sustained Assault rules are set up as if they were arriving From 
Beyond the Gate (see above).

Victory:
This battle lasts for a Random number of turns. at the end of battle round 
5, the Necron player must roll a D6. On a roll of 3+, the game continues, 
otherwise the game is over. At the end of battle round 6, the Imperial player 
must roll a D6. This time the game continues on a roll of 4+, otherwise the 
game is over. The battle automatically ends at the end of battle round 7.
At the end of the battle, whichever player controls the gate wins a major 
victory.



DOOMSDAY
SITUATION : Despite Inquisitorial forces engaging awakened Necron 
elements, more and more Necrons were taking to the fields. The 
Inquisition has ordered Exterminartus, a unchecked tomb world near the 
Ghoul Stars was much too dangerous to risk. 

The Armies:

NECRON : A force comprising of 100pw. 

IMPERIAL : A force comprising 
of 120pw. Cannot include any 
Inquisitorial forces. 

Both sides start with 12CP.

Campaign Rules:
For each victory in this campaign 
you earn a Battle Honour for this 
game. Note that all selections are 
randomised. 

The Battlefield:
Play on a 6’ by 4’ board. A doomsday 
device sits on one side of the 
battlefield in a fortified position. 
The device must be represented by 
a suitable model. The centre of the 
device must be 18” from one short 
battlefield edge, and must sit on a 
line that runs from the centre of one 
short edge to the centre of the other 
short edge.

Deployment:
Necrons secretly allocates each of 
the units in their army a different 
number, and writes these numbers 
on small pieces of paper. They can 
also include three ‘decoy’ pieces 
of paper, which also have numbers 
written on them but ones that do not 
correspond to any units in their 
army. They then set up each of these 
pieces of paper wholly within their 
deployment zone. The Imperials then 
sets up all of their units wholly 
within their deployment zone. The 
Necrons then sets up each of their 
units as close as possible to the 
piece of paper with the number that 
corresponds to that unit, wholly 
within their deployment zone. They 
then remove all the pieces of paper.
Necrons have the first turn.

Attacking the Device
The Necron units treat the doomsday 
device as an enemy model. When a 
model fights, any of its attacks 
that target the doomsday device 
hit automatically – do not make hit 
rolls for these attacks. The doomsday 
device has a Toughness characteristic 
of 20 and no Save characteristic. It 
does not have a Wounds characteristic 
and cannot be destroyed – simply 
keep a tally of the amount of damage 
suffered by the device in each battle 
round (this is called the damage 
tally). The damage tally is reset to 
0 at the start of each battle round. 
Check the damage tally at the end 
of each battle round; if it is 5 or 
more, the doomsday device loses a 
structure point.

Repairing the Device
The Defender can attempt to repair 
the doomsday device at the end of a 
battle round, before the damage tally 
is checked, if any of their models 
is touching the doomsday device with 
their base. To do so, the Defender 
makes a repair roll by rolling a D3 
and reducing the damage tally by the 
result, to a minimum of 0.

Victory:
This battle lasts for a Random number 
of turns. at the end of battle round 
5, the Necron player must roll a D6. 
On a roll of 3+, the game continues, 
otherwise the game is over. At the 
end of battle round 6, the Imperial 
player must roll a D6. This time 
the game continues on a roll of 4+, 
otherwise the game is over. The 
battle automatically ends at the end 
of battle round 7.
At the end of the battle, whichever 
player controls the gate wins a major 
victory.





“Repel Boarders”
SITUATION : As the Inquisitor and their retinue return back to the light 
cruiser ‘His Might’ warning lights and sirens blarred out across the 
landing bays concourse. Necron forces had teleported inside the Space 
Craft and were destroying vital systems in an attempt to delay Imperial 
forces escaping off world before the Exterminartus became active.

The Armies:

NECRON (attackers): A force 
comprising of 1500pts, no vehicles 
can be taken in this game. 

IMPERIAL (defenders): A force 
comprising of 1500pts, no vehicles 
can be used in this game

Both sides start with 12CP.

Campaign Rules:
For each victory in this campaign 
you earn a Battle Honour for this 
game. Note that all selections are 
randomised. 

The Battlefield:
Play on a 6’ by 4’ board. Make out 
the table like a necromunda board.

Deployment:
After terrain has been set up, the 
Defender sets up their units wholly 
within their deployment zone. The 
Attacker then sets up their units 
wholly within their deployment zone. 
The Attacker can set up units in 

Reserve; they will arrive during 
the battle as described below. The 
combined Power Rating of the units 
set up in Reserve cannot exceed half 
of the player’s army’s total points.
Necrons have first turn.

Cripple The Ship
The Attacker’s units treat objective
markers as enemy models. The 
objective markers have a Toughness
characteristic of 4, a Wounds 
characteristic of 1 and a Save 
characteristic of 4+. They are also 
considered to be CHARACTERS for the 
purposes of choosing a target for an 
attack (but for no other purposes). 
If an objective marker is destroyed, 
remove it from the battlefield.

Ship Status
At the start of each of the 
Defender’s turns, they make a ship 
status roll by rolling a D6 and 
consulting the following table. They 
can add 1 to the result for each 
objective marker on the battlefield.



Sustained Assault:
The Attacker can use the Sustained Assault rules. Units brought back to the 
battlefield using these rules must be set up wholly within 6” of both the 
Attacker’s battlefield edge and the Attacker’s deployment zone.

Victory:
If the battle ends immediately because of the ship status roll, the Attacker 
wins a major victory. Otherwise, if one army has been entirely destroyed, 
the other army’s player wins a major victory. If neither player has won a 
major victory, then if there are none of the Defender’s CHARACTERS on the 
battlefield, the Attacker wins a minor victory. Any other result is a minor 
victory for the Defender.


